Abstract: In order to assess the robustness of a building structure to progressive collapse, the removal of a structural key component is utilized. For a steel moment-resisting frame under a column-removal scenario, the two most prominent collapse mechanisms are the yielding type (beam plastification) and the stability (column buckling) collapse mode. This paper presents an analytical method that can predict the progressive collapse mechanism of a 2D steel moment-resisting frame under any column-removal scenario and estimate the collapse load and location of the buckled column in case of loss of stability. The method uses only two linear elastic analyses and therefore avoids the computational cost that a complete progressive collapse analysis would require. The presented solution leads to the development of new Euler-type progressive collapse curves, which, similarly to the Euler curve for a single member under compression, refer to a steel frame and describe its response under any column removal. The new analytical method is applied through an extensive parametric study and the results are validated using advanced finite element simulation techniques, showing almost absolute consistency between the analytical method and the FEM results.
Introduction
Progressive collapse of structures is the phenomenon of an initial local failure mushrooming to the global level, resulting in the stiffness degradation of a relatively large part of the structure. Eventually, partial or total collapse of the structure occurs. The causes of the initial local failure can be various, such as a blast, gas explosion, fire, or vehicle collision, all of which can potentially result in damage to the structure disproportionate to the initial damage. The phenomenon attracted the attention of the scientific community after the Ronan Point Apartments collapse (London, 1968) and mainly after the terrorist attacks at the Alfred P. Murrah Building (Oklahoma, 1996) and the World Trade Center (New York, 2001) .
In an attempt to provide practitioners with the technical means to analyze and design buildings to resist progressive collapse, prescriptive guidelines were provided by the Department of Defense (DoD 2009 ) and the General Services Administration (GSA 2013) . Among the methods included in these documents, the alternate load path method (APM) has notably dominated the progressive collapse field. APM includes the notional removal of a vertical load-bearing structural component and examines the capability of the remaining structure to bridge over the loss of that component by finding a different path to transfer the gravity loads to the ground. The method belongs to the threat-independent methods, and three analysis procedures are described in the documents: linear static, nonlinear static, and nonlinear dynamic.
Significant research efforts have been made in the last years in the field of progressive collapse of buildings, resulting in very important findings. Ettouney et al. (2006) highlighted the importance of investigating global effects in a structural system when a progressive collapse analysis is used, moving away from the component-based design character of APM. Szyniszewski and Krauthammer (2012) conducted progressive collapse analyses of steel-framed buildings based on an energy flow perspective, investigating how kinetic energy was either absorbed by the structure and progressive collapse was arrested, or it was transformed into structural member deformation energy and partial or total collapse occurred. Agarwal and Varma (2014) examined the role of interior gravity columns on the stability behavior of a midrise steel building subjected to fire conditions, concluding that they are the most important components for the overall stability of building structures. Gerasimidis and Sideri (2016) presented a new partial distributed damage method to assess the resilience of steel frames as a more realistic approach to damage initiation compared to the complete column loss notion used in APM, concluding that the introduction of partial damage leads to more critical collapse loads than the APM and therefore the complete column removal notion is considered unconservative. Masoero et al. (2013) developed an analytical method for reinforced concrete frames to distinguish two collapse mechanisms, allowing for collapse load estimation after sudden initial damage. Li and El-Tawil (2014) conducted 3D nonlinear analyses on a 10-story seismically designed steel moment prototype frame building and concluded that this building could be more vulnerable to the removal of columns in the upper part than in the lower one and that the loss of interior gravity columns at any floor level can cause progressive collapse of the building. Alashker et al. (2010) investigated the sources of progressive collapse resistance of steel-concrete composite floors with shear connections between the beams and the columns. They concluded that the main source of resistance in this system comes from the steel deck and that increasing the number of bolts to increase the connection strength may not benefit collapse resistance. Izzuddin et al. (2008) proposed a simplified framework for assessing structural robustness against a 1 sudden column-removal scenario at different levels of structural idealization.
The field of progressive collapse of buildings has generally been dominated by advanced computational applications in an attempt to simulate and analyze the complexity of the phenomenon of building collapses. Analytical general solutions have not been equally developed, mainly because of their complicated derivations. This paper presents an analytical method for steel moment-resisting frames, introducing new Euler-type progressive collapse curves. The proposed analytical method accounts for the two most prominent collapse mechanisms that may occur when the notion of a column-removal scenario is used for the progressive collapse analysis of steel frame buildings. These are the yielding-type mechanism and the stability mechanism; a more detailed description of the mechanisms is presented in the next section. The yielding-type mechanism is a ductile failure mode, whereas stability mode is considered a sudden and brittle failure mode; hence, the stability progressive collapse mode is generally undesired by designers. Capturing the stability mechanism is a challenging process from a computational point of view because the appropriate computational analysis needs to take into account both material and geometric nonlinearities, assess the effect of imperfections, and also be able to numerically integrate within a section (for the case of inelastic buckling of bar elements). These parameters significantly increase both the computational cost and difficulty of the analysis. Therefore, the need for an analytical method becomes apparent because it can serve as a tool for predicting the correct progressive collapse mode by avoiding the high computational cost at the same time.
The current paper expands the work done in Gerasimidis (2014) and develops a closed-form analytical method leading to new Euler-type progressive collapse curves, which describe the response of a steel moment-resisting frame under any columnremoval scenario. These new curves are related to the traditional Euler curve of a compressed member by being able to distinguish the two collapse mechanisms: stability and the yielding-type modes. The analytical solution presented in the paper involves only two linear elastic analysis steps and is capable of finding the correct collapse mechanism, predicting the collapse load value, and detecting the location of the buckled column when loss of stability is the collapse mechanism. This method is intended to be a useful tool for a quick and easy prediction of the collapse mechanism of a steel frame under any column-removal scenario without the need for advanced finite element analysis procedures. The method presented in the paper is applied through an extensive parametric study and the results are validated using the finite element software ABAQUS.
Analytical Method
This section includes the derivation of the proposed analytical closed-form solutions to obtain two separate collapse functions, one for each collapse mechanism. At the end, a new progressive collapse limit state function is obtained, which serves as the basis for the new Euler-type progressive collapse curves.
Yielding-Type Collapse Mode
The yielding-type progressive collapse mode is a ductile mechanism involving the formation of plastic hinges in both ends of the beams that belong to the bays immediately adjacent to the removed column at all floors above it. This region is termed the yieldingaffected area in the present study, and it is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The term plastic hinge is used here to describe the flexural failure of a beam when the acting moment on this member reaches the member's plastic capacity. In reality, due to the effect of hardening, a plastic hinge never strictly occurs, but this assumption is considered well accepted in the field of progressive collapse and will be used for the purposes of the present method. Essentially, as shown in Fig. 1 , the yielding-type collapse mode is activated when the number and location of the plastic hinges in the yielding-affected area are enough for the formation of a kinematic chain and the subsequent appearance of catenary-membrane action.
A few key definitions are very useful before the detailed description of the phenomenon is presented: 1. Within the yielding-affected area, let k ends refer to the beam ends that abut the remaining structure and m ends refer to the beam ends toward the midspan; 2. Let J be the set of all the beams that belong to the yieldingaffected area and j be the indicator of each beam of the set; and 3. Let SJ be the set of the strongest beams (maximum flexural capacity) in the yielding-affected area and S j a beam that belongs to the latter set. The phenomenon of the yielding-type collapse mode is schematically presented in Fig. 2 . Although the yielding-type mechanism of Fig. 2 includes only three beams in the yielding-affected area of an interior column-removal scenario, the method is developed in such a way that a generalization to any number of beams is feasible both in interior and exterior column-removal scenarios. Fig. 2 describes the steps within the two linear elastic analyses that the method requires. The results of the first analysis are used both in the yielding-type and the stability mechanism, whereas the second analysis is required only for the yielding-type mechanism. The yielding-type mechanism involves four steps (two in each analysis), as denoted in Fig. 2 .
The graphs that refer to the yielding-type mechanism are moment versus applied load diagrams. The horizontal axis represents the applied vertical downward uniform load acting on the beams, and the vertical axis represents the moments generated on the beams. The area in the graphs below the horizontal axis shows the behavior of the beams at their k ends (negative moments), and the area in the graphs above the horizontal axis shows the behavior of the beams at their m ends (positive moments). Each beam of the yielding-affected area is therefore represented by four lines, two k lines and two m lines.
The steps of the yielding-type mechanism, along with the mathematical treatment of each step, are presented in detail subsequently: Fig. 1 . Typical example of the yielding-type and the stability collapse mechanism 1. The first step involves the application of a small arbitrary load q el;A on structure A. This load is small enough that the structure is considered to remain in the linear elastic zone. For the purposes of the analytical method, this is the first necessary linear elastic analysis from which the moments acting on each beam are obtained (M k j;A for k lines and M m j;A for m lines). The moment demand is always greater at the k ends; therefore, it is expected that the plastic hinges will form first at the k ends. 2. Based on the superposition principle and since the flexural capacity of each beam (M j;cap ) is known, the load that each beam requires to form a plastic hinge at the k end (q j;k ) can be calculated. The maximum value of these loads is termed q k and essentially defines the load at which all the beams have formed plastic hinges at their k ends
So far, the applied load has reached the value q k , and the k ends moments are calculated. Based on the principle of superposition, the m ends moments can also be calculated for q k based on the following relation:
Fig. 2. Yielding-type collapse mechanism method approach 3. For load values beyond q k , the proposed method considers the moments at the k ends to remain almost constant; i.e., there is no additional moment at these locations for q > q k . This essentially means that for load values q > q k , the structural system has been transformed into a system with plastic hinges at the beam k ends, and now the m ends start attracting more moment. This is when the major load redistribution takes place, and a second linear elastic analysis is needed for the method. This analysis involves the substructure B from which the moments acting on each beam m end are obtained for an arbitrarily small load q el;B (bottom part of Fig. 2 ). 4. Based again on superposition and since the flexural capacity of each beam (M j;cap ) is known, the additional load that each beam requires to form a plastic hinge at the m end (Δq j ) can be calculated. The maximum value of these loads is termed Δq m ; this load value is added to q k and gives the limit state load value q ¼ q m , at which the beams have formed a kinematic chain and the yielding-type collapse mechanism is activated
This approach is accurate when the yielding-affected area is composed of a small number of beams. Namely, reasonably good agreement was achieved between the numerical and analytical results obtained with Eq. (6) when the yielding-affected area was composed of up to four beams. However, as the number of the beams increases, the application of the superposition principle yields unconservative results in terms of predicting a collapse load much higher than the actual one. In fact, on substructure B, the collapse load does not depend on the flexural capacity of each beam but mainly on the capacity of the strongest one; most often, this is the first beam above the column removal. One can reasonably think of this as follows: once the strongest beam-which, according to the stiffness matrix formation, has attracted the majority of the load-fails, the load that is already applied to the structure is redistributed to the weaker beams. These beams are expected to form plastic hinges at their m ends shortly after the failure of the strongest beam and definitely much sooner than their initial linear projection. Thus, the method reasonably considers that the critical load at which the yielding-type mechanism is activated is the load at which the strongest beam forms plastic hinges at its m ends. In case there is more than one beam sharing the strongest section, the first to form the m plastic hinges is assumed to be the critical beam. All the previous leads to a modification of Δq m as follows:
For the purposes of the method, the beam flexural capacity (M j;cap ) is defined as follows:
where w j = plastic modulus of the section; and f y = material yield stress. The previous equation provides the moment at which the entire section has reached the material yield stress and a plastic hinge has been formed.
The yielding-type collapse load q m can be defined now as a yielding-type function C b ðaÞ, where the variable a is the column removal location. The method is formulated in such a way as to include all possible column removal locations. Therefore, the function has the following form [see Appendix for the step-by-step derivation of Eq. (9) 
Towards a more complete treatment of the phenomenon, another important note has to be made. For cases with many beams above the removal, it is possible that the strongest beam forms its m plastic hinges before some beams of the upper floors form their k plastic hinges. In other words, the load at which the strongest beam forms its m plastic hinge [ min
Þ] is less than the load at which the last k plastic hinge is formed (q k ). In this case, q k is considered the limit state load value at which the yielding-type collapse mechanism is activated. For the case of min
Sj Þ < q k , the yielding-type function has the following form:
Stability Collapse Mode
The stability progressive collapse mode is governed by the buckling failure of one of the remaining columns of the steel frame after the initial column removal. The response of an axially compressed column depends on its geometry, boundary conditions, material nonlinearity, and imperfections. The critical load P Rc of a column is defined by the equations of Table 1 , where A c is the column's cross-section, I c is the moment of inertia, E is the modulus of elasticity, f y is the yield stress, and f u is the ultimate stress of the material. The stability mechanism is governed by the first column to buckle; in other words, the critical member is the one whose capacity-to-demand ratio is exhausted first. Fig. 1 shows a typical example of the stability mechanism. A few key definitions are necessary before the mathematical description of the stability mechanism is presented: let C be the set of all the columns of the structure and c be the indicator of each column of the set. For the stability collapse mode, the proposed method is much simpler than for the yielding-type collapse mode. The results from the first linear elastic analysis are used (Fig. 2, structure A) , from which the acting axial forces on every column are obtained (P c;A ). Based on the principle of superposition and because the axial capacity of each column (P Rc ) is known, the load at which each 
column fails can be calculated (q c ). The minimum value of these loads is termed q stability , and it is the limit state load value for the activation of this mechanism. Therefore, the expressions for the stability collapse mode are
Similarly to the previous approach, the stability collapse load can be defined as a stability function C c ðaÞ, where the variable is the column removal location a. The function has the following form:
Because this method is developed for steel moment-resisting frames, it considers that the acting axial forces in the columns of the frame increase linearly even for load values q > q k . In other words, the moment redistribution after the formation of plastic hinges at the k ends does not significantly affect the acting axial forces in the columns of the frame.
Progressive Collapse Limit State Function
The intention of the method is to predict which collapse mechanism is triggered first, and for that purpose, a comparison between the collapse loads of the two mechanisms needs to be obtained. The minimum of the two is the critical load value. For this reason, a new progressive collapse function is introduced here and is given as the ratio of the stability and the yielding-type functions:
In the present study, damage is introduced in a discrete manner, that is, a column being completely removed. For a given columnremoval scenario, C c and C b obtain a specific value, and this also leads to R having a specific value that corresponds to the particular column loss. R is essentially degenerating from a function to a series of specific values as the column is removed from each floor along the building height individually in turn. For this reason, it can be reexpressed in a simpler manner, namely as a factor. This is called ductility limit state factor and is denoted as μ. It is a limit state factor because it distinguishes two different limit states, the yielding-type collapse mode and the stability collapse mode. Its critical value is termed critical ductility limit state factor. It is denoted as μ critical , and it always has a value of 1. This is the threshold that separates the two collapse modes; in other words, it represents the case where the two collapse mechanisms are assumed to occur simultaneously.
Another comment can be made here regarding the rationale behind including the term ductility in the definition of μ. It is widely accepted that ductile failure modes are far more desired than brittle ones because they are not sudden and energy can be dissipated through excessive deformations. Currently, research on the field of progressive collapse is focusing on the behavior of the connections, attempting to provide enough ductility to the system to resist the large deflections imposed by the loading domain. A side intention of this work is to raise concern regarding the amount of ductility that should be provided to the system. This implies that the ductile beam-grillage design should not drive damage propagation into columns, or, in other words, the stability of the surrounding columns should always be ensured. Therefore, an upper bound of ductility should be considered for the collapse mechanism not to switch to the undesired stability one because the latter affects a significantly larger part of the structure. For this reason, the terminology critical ductility was adopted in the definition of μ critical .
For the case of min
ðq m Sj Þ > q k , substituting Eqs. (9) and (13) into (14) provides the ductility limit state factor μ: 
Þ < q k , substituting Eqs. (10) and (13) into (Eq. 14) provides the alternative expression of the ductility limit state factor μ:
These expressions are the core of the proposed method. It can be seen that every parameter on the right parts of Eqs. (15) and (16) is either known by the geometrical and material properties of the structure (f y , w j , w S j , P Rc ) or can be obtained from the two linear elastic analyses (M The method provides information about the behavior of the structure both at the global level (overall collapse mechanism) and local level (behavior of columns and beams). Since the capacity-todemand ratio of every column is a prerequisite for the calculation of the ductility limit state factor, the method detects the location of the buckled column when loss of stability is the failure mode. If a particular column is found to be the critical member for many removal scenarios, retrofitting this specific column can improve the response of the whole structure against many progressive collapse scenarios; therefore, vulnerable areas of the structure can be identified. The method also calculates the capacity-to-demand ratio for all the beams, providing the sequence of plastic hinge formation inside the yielding-affected area. Therefore, the method provides sufficiently clear insight into the load distribution in the structure until collapse occurs.
New Euler-Type Curves for 2D Models
A more profound observation of Eq. (15) reveals a main benefit that this method offers. The distinction between the two specific collapse mechanisms (stability and yielding type) resembles the well-known distinction of failure modes associated with a single member in compression. A column subjected to compressive stresses will either lose its stability under a critical load (buckling), or it will fail because of material yield stress exceedance (squashing). This behavior is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3 . The vertical axis is the ratio of the axial stress acting on the column over the material yield stress, whereas the horizontal axis represents the slenderness of the column. Elastic buckling is the governing collapse mode of slender columns, material failure describes the failure of stocky columns, and inelastic buckling applies for intermediate ones.
Moving from the component-level to the structure system level, the method uses the results of Eq. (15) and introduces new Eulertype curves for the structure under a column-removal scenario. The introduction of the new Euler-type progressive collapse curves was primarily based on the observation by the authors in previous papers that column removals at the lower parts of the frames usually led to stability collapse modes, whereas column removals at the upper part of the frames usually led to yielding-type collapse modes. There was a clear relation between the column removal location and the governing collapse mechanism. This also means that low-rise frames are more prone to yielding-type collapse modes and higher structures (midrise and high-rise) are more prone to stability collapse modes. Since the analytical method has mathematically treated the prediction of the collapse mode, the introduction of a new Euler-type progressive collapse curve is straightforward.
The new Euler-type curve is presented in the bottom part of Fig. 3 . The vertical axis of the graph is the newly introduced ductility limit state factor μ. This factor serves as the indicator of the collapse mode; μ > 1 applies for yielding-type collapse modes and μ < 1 applies for stability collapse modes. The horizontal axis is the floors above the removal represented by β, which essentially defines the column removal location. Under a column-removal scenario in the upper floors, the frame is expected to collapse because of the yielding-type mechanism, whereas under a column removal in the lower floors, stability is expected to be more critical. Thus, if the μ values are plotted for a specific frame, the graph takes the form of Fig. 3 , making a clear distinction between the two collapse modes.
A clarifying note has to be made here regarding the curve. A particular Euler-type curve is composed of points that represent column removals of the same column row along the height of the frame. For example, if the exterior column removals of a 10-story building are of interest, the exterior columns of each of the floors should be removed in turn separately. Each scenario would lead to a separate value of μ, and then the plot of these values develops the Euler-type curve, which would be composed of 10 points.
Apart from the same collapse modes, another significant resemblance between the new Euler-type curve and the Euler curve must be highlighted here. The Euler curve depends only on the geometry and stiffness properties of the single compressed column, which are the cross-section area, the moment of inertia, and the boundary conditions. Similarly, the new Euler-type curve depends only on the geometry and stiffness properties of the structure. For the case of a structure, the geometry and stiffness variables are both at the local level (flexural capacity of each beam, axial capacity of each column) and the global level, where all the structural members are assembled and the global stiffness matrix is formed. At the global level, the load is distributed among the beams and the columns based on their stiffness, and for this reason, the method requires indicators of the global stiffness matrix formation. This is why M 
Application of the Method

Description of the Mechanical Systems
The analytical method is applied in a series of frames from the SAC Steel Project (FEMA 2000) . The moment-resisting frames analyzed correspond to 20-story buildings in the cities of Boston and Seattle located in the N-S direction (Fig. 4) . Both pre-Northridge and postNorthridge designs were taken into account. The resulting four frames were analyzed for all possible column-removal scenarios and can be described by three different categories:
• Case A: 20 interior column-removal scenarios at each floor of row D in Fig. 4 ; • Case B: 20 next-to-exterior column-removal scenarios at each floor of row E in Fig. 4 ; and • Case C: 20 exterior column-removal scenarios at each floor of row F in Fig. 4 . Because the frames are symmetric, the aforementioned cases describe every possible column-removal scenario of the frames. Therefore, 240 analyses were conducted, 60 for each model. The proposed method was implemented in every scenario of each case, and the corresponding three new Euler-type curves were formed for each one of the frames. It must be underlined here that the two linear elastic analyses required for the method implementation can be conducted by any commercially available software for structural engineers. The output of these analyses is introduced to the presented closed-form expressions, and the collapse mechanism is The notation Ci-P-Ca-N is used to refer to a specific model, where:
• Ci: Name of the city (Boston, Seattle); • P: Northridge guidelines (pre-, post-);
• Ca: Name of the case (interior, next-to-exterior, exterior); and • N: Number of floor where the column is removed (1 to 20).
All beam and column members have an I-profile section; more details about the geometry and sections of the models can be found in FEMA (2000) . The material assigned to all structural members is steel with elastic properties because the analyses conducted remain purely in the elastic region. The modulus of elasticity is E ¼ 200 GPa, and the Poisson's ratio is ν ¼ 0.3. The base nodes are considered pinned, and lateral support is also provided at the two basement floors. A uniform, vertical, downward, arbitrarily small load is applied to all the beams in accordance with the simple requirement of the method regarding the loading. According to DoD 2009, the nominal gravity load applying on the yieldingaffected area has to be multiplied by the dynamic increase factor Ω N . The latter accounts for the dynamic nature of the progressive collapse phenomenon when a static analysis is conducted, and it is defined as follows:
where
where θ pra = plastic rotation angle given in the acceptance criteria tables of ASCE 41 (Life Safety level in the current framework); and θ y = yield rotation angle of the beam, given in Eqs. (5)- (1) of ASCE 41. In the previous equations, h beam = beam section height; Z pl = plastic section modulus; f y = material yield stress; L = length of the beam; E = modulus of elasticity; and I = beam moment of inertia. Ω N is calculated for each beam of the frame and for a given removal scenario; the value of Ω N used in the analysis is the maximum of the values above the removal. Since the values of Ω N calculated for a frame do not vary significantly from each other, a common value of Ω N was applied to all removals of the frame.
Fig. 4. Geometry of the frames New Euler-Type Curves of the Frames
The results of the analytical method are presented in this section. Fig. 5 depicts the new Euler-type curves for each frame. The three lines of data represent the interior, next-to-exterior and exterior column-removal scenarios. The horizontal axis is the number of floors above the column removal location (β), and the vertical axis is the ductility limit state factor (μ), as calculated from Eq. (15) or (16) for each column-removal scenario. The points that are located above the threshold of μ critical ¼ 1 indicate yielding-type collapse, and the points that are located below the threshold represent lossof-stability failure.
The following notes can be made on this figure: • As the column is removed from top to bottom floors, the ductility factor μ is indeed decreasing the way it was expected to. There are no multiple jumps over the threshold; the yielding-type mode alters to the stability mode after a certain amount of floors, and then all the failures are attributed to column buckling;
• Out of the 240 cases analyzed, the method predicted 137 yielding-type failures and 103 stability failures. Stability collapse has dominated more than 40% of the cases analyzed, and this finding clearly highlights the strong correlation between progressive collapse and stability. It is also a clear indication that a progressive collapse study should use the idealization of the complete structure and not only a part of it when the column is removed in the bottom part of the structure. This is the only way to capture phenomena like column buckling, which otherwise would not appear in a reduced idealization of the structure; • The stability mechanism requires a specific amount of floors to appear. This number is dependent on the frame design and the case examined; therefore, it is not consistent among the models. For example, in the Boston-Pre-Exterior case, loss of stability occurs from the 1st to the 14th floor, whereas in the BostonPost-Interior case, this mechanism is activated only on the first four floors. This finding creates a vague picture regarding the categorization between the bottom part (stability vulnerable), Fig. 5 . New Euler-type curves for the analyzed 2D frames upper part (yielding-type vulnerable), and their limits. This is another reason why the complete idealization of the structure is necessary in order to capture the correct collapse mechanism; and • The curves for the exterior column-removal scenarios are mainly located under the interior and next-to-exterior curves in all models. This means that more exterior cases are below μ critical ¼ 1, which signifies that the structure is more susceptible to losing stability under a corner column-removal scenario compared to an interior column removal at the same floor. The latter is attributed to the limited capability of the structure to evenly redistribute the loads on the vertical load-bearing members when an exterior column is removed. In the exterior series of removals, the next-to-exterior row is the column row that will mainly attract the load that was previously carried by the exterior row. In the interior series of removals, there are two adjacent column rows that can attract the additional load instead of one; therefore, the load distribution is more even in this case and these columns are burdened less than in the exterior case.
The curves for the exterior column-removal scenarios lie above the interior ones only in the upper 1-3 floors of every model. The reason is that in a cantilever yielding-affected area composed of few beams, the load required to form all the plastic hinges is smaller than the load for the equivalent interior case. Therefore, the yielding-type collapse load (denominator of μ) decreases and the value of μ is increased.
• The post-Northridge design improved the performance of the buildings in terms of moving cases away from the stability (brittle) to the yielding-type (ductile) collapse mechanism. However, the last observation must be treated with caution because of the different nature of the loads that resulted in the post-Northridge guidelines (earthquake-horizontal loading) and the ones investigated in the progressive collapse scenario (gravity-vertical loading). The generalization of the notion that the seismic design improves the robustness of a building under a progressive collapse scenario requires further investigation and validation. 
Validation of the Method Finite Element Simulation and Failure Criteria
The results of the extensive parametric application of the analytical method are validated using the finite element software ABAQUS.
The FEM simulation has all the characteristics that increase the computational difficulty and motivated the development of the analytical method. Both material and geometric nonlinearities are taken into consideration. The material assigned to all structural members is steel with modulus of elasticity E ¼ 200 GPa, Poisson's ratio ν ¼ 0.3, yield stress σ y ¼ 345 MPa, and ultimate stress σ u ¼ 448 MPa at uniaxial plastic strain 18%. Integration within the section was used to capture the phenomenon of inelastic buckling. The effect of imperfections was simulated using lateral horizontally applied concentrated forces at the level of each floor. The magnitude of the imperfection loads was 10 −3 times the vertical load and has no effect on the response of the structure unless a stability failure occurs. Beams and columns are simulated using beam elements; in particular, they are assigned the B32OS element. The latter is a beam-in-space element, which accounts for the warping degree of freedom (all sections have open I-profiles) and has two points in the Gaussian quadrature. All the structural members are assigned 10 elements along their length, rendering the mesh adequate to monitor and capture the behavior of the models. The same boundary conditions are applied as in the elastic simulation of the system. A static load-control push-down analysis is performed. Uniform vertical load is applied at all beams, incremented from zero until a critical load value, where a collapse mechanism is identified and failure occurs. The same values of the dynamic increase factor Ω N are used as in the analytical method.
In order to monitor the behavior of the models and identify the exact collapse mechanism, specific criteria are set for each mode. The stability mechanism is considered to be met when all of the following are satisfied:
• The axial force in the column is almost equal to its axial capacity and, at this point, the horizontal displacement of the column middle point increases abruptly; • Normal stresses of the buckled column are consistent with inelastic column buckling theory; and • Negative eigenvalue messages appear in the ABAQUS message file indicating singularities in the structure's stiffness matrix. Fig. 6 corresponds to the Boston-Pre-Next-to-Exterior-1 scenario, which is a typical example of the stability collapse mode. Fig. 6(a) depicts the axial force of the column along with the horizontal displacement of the column middle point as functions of the applied load q. As soon as the axial force reaches the column critical load, the horizontal displacement is suddenly increased. Fig. 6(b) is the graphical representation of the buckled column's Von Mises stresses, which is indicative of inelastic buckling. When the axial load reaches the column's inelastic buckling capacity, every section point reaches the material yield stress σ y . For an infinitesimally small load increment, bifurcation occurs and the horizontal displacement of the column middle point increases abruptly. Because of the geometric nonlinearities consideration, a second-order moment is generated in the section, resulting in the increase of the compressive stresses in one flange and the appearance of reduced compressive stresses in the other (these stresses relieve the flange, which still remains in compression). This phenomenon is captured by ABAQUS by numerically integrating not only at the beam integration points, but at several points within the section as well. The I-profile used in ABAQUS has 13 section points, 5 in each flange and 3 along the web [notation in Fig. 6(b) ]. A clear sign of inelastic buckling is depicted in this figure, where one flange (section points 9-13) and the web (section points 6-8) attract more compression after buckling, whereas the other flange (section points 1-5) is relieved.
The yielding-type mechanism is the collapse mode when the following criteria are satisfied:
• The moment demand in every beam of the yielding-affected area is almost equal to its flexural capacity, both at its k and m ends; and • The vertical displacement above the column removal is excessively increased before the stability mechanism has occurred in the model. Fig. 7 corresponds to the Boston-Pre-Interior-18 scenario, which is a typical example of the yielding-type collapse mode. ABAQUS output regarding the moment acting on each beam end and the evolution of the vertical displacement is depicted in this figure, as functions of the applied load q. Once every beam reaches its flexural capacity at both ends, the vertical displacement is increased excessively. This graph also serves as a justification of the notions behind the yielding-type approach of the method. It rationalizes the use of the superposition principle regarding the moment at the k ends until plastic hinges are formed there. It justifies the assumption that the moments at the k ends remain almost constant for load values q > q k , which is a key assumption because the second linear elastic analysis is conducted on a substructure that has hinged ends as boundary conditions. It shows the variation of the Validation of the Collapse Mechanism Fig. 8 depicts the validation of the method regarding the collapse mechanism and the location of the buckled column. Each separate figure refers to a different frame, and all three cases (exterior, nextto-exterior, interior) are presented. The vertical axis is the location of the column removal and the horizontal axis is the location of the buckled column in the case of a stability collapse. The region below the thick black line is representative of the stability-governed cases, whereas the region above is yielding-type-dominated. The points on the graph with the orange color are ABAQUS output, whereas the points with the red color are the results of the analytical method.
Boston Pre-Northridge An almost absolute consistency between the FE analysis and the analytical method can be observed in the Boston Pre-Northridge frame, where the buckled column location is verified everywhere. The collapse mechanism is validated in almost every removal scenario; the only scenario that is not verified is the Boston-PreNext-to-Exterior-13. In this particular case, the method slightly overestimates the flexural capacity of the beams in the yieldingaffected area, predicting loss of stability, whereas ABAQUS indicates buckling immediately after the yielding-type collapse. The calculated value of the ductility limit state factor is μ ¼ 0.976, which is very close to the threshold μ critical ¼ 1. Given these observations, it can be considered that in the zone where the collapse mechanism alters from the stability to the yielding-type mode, the two collapse modes are almost simultaneously activated. In this case, the collapse is attributed to both of them. Overall, the method predicts the collapse mechanism correctly in 239 out of 240 removal scenarios.
Seattle Pre-Northridge A complete validation between the FE and the method results can be observed in the Seattle pre-Northridge frame. The Euler-type method accurately predicts not only the collapse mechanism, but the location of the buckled column as well. In case of the column removals at the fifth floor, the weakest (buckled) column is found to be at the sixth floor. This is captured by the method, which is verified by the FE results.
Boston Post-Northridge
The method is completely validated in this frame, both in terms of the collapse mechanism and the buckled column location. In the Boston-Post-Exterior-2 scenario, ABAQUS estimates buckling simultaneously in the first and the second floors. For this scenario, the analytical method predicts that the difference in the μ values for the case of the first-floor or second-floor column being the critical one is 1.4%. The same picture is derived from the Boston-PostExterior-7 scenario (columns at sixth and seventh floors, 0.6% difference). This indicates that the method is capable of predicting the buckled column location even in cases where more than one columns buckle simultaneously. This advantage of the method is attributed to the fact that the axial force of each column of the frame is taken into account for the calculation of μ.
Seattle Post-Northridge
The Seattle post-Northridge frame was completely validated regarding the collapse mechanism, which is the main intention of the method. However, a more detailed description is required regarding the buckled column location for cases of stability collapse modes.
The following description refers to the Seattle-Post-Exterior-5 model, and the same principles apply to the Seattle-Post-Exterior-3 and 4 and Seattle-Post-Interior-3, 4, and 5 models. ABAQUS estimates buckling at the column of the fifth floor and nowhere else (contrary to previous cases with two buckled columns). The method predicts buckling at the first floor; therefore, this discrepancy needs to be explained. Fig. 9 shows the axial forces of the columns at the first and fifth floors (both have the same cross-section and capacity). It can be seen that the acting axial force of the first column is indeed bigger than its fifth-floor counterpart; therefore, this column is expected to be the critical one (method prediction). However, the moment that is generated on the fifth-floor column by the vertical displacement of the cantilever yielding-affected area is much greater than the moment of the first-floor column. The presence of the moment is inherently incorporated in the Von Mises stresses graph of Fig. 7 . Typical example of the yielding-type collapse in ABAQUS Fig. 9 . These enhanced nonlinearities lead to the buckling of the fifth-floor column, even though its axial force is slightly smaller than the capacity and the section has not reached the yield stress completely across its height (Fig. 9) . The simultaneous action of moment and axial force on the column is not yet captured by the method, and this is considered a future step. However, when accounting only for the axial load, the analytical method calculates a very small difference (1.5%) in the μ values between the fifth-floor and first-floor columns. This signifies that even within its current limitations, the method is able to identify the columns more prone to buckle with very good accuracy, whereas at the same time, it is able to accurately predict the collapse mechanism of the structure.
Validation of the Collapse Load Fig. 10 depicts the validation of the method regarding the collapse load for each removal scenario. The vertical axis is the ratio of the collapse load calculated by the analytical method (CL METHOD ) over the collapse load estimated by ABAQUS (CL ABAQUS ). The horizontal axis is the floor at which each column is removed for the exterior, next-to-exterior, and interior cases. The circled, filled points in the graph represent buckling cases (B), whereas the square, hollow markers indicate yielding-type cases (Y).
Buckling Cases
A very good consistency of the collapse loads can be observed in the cases governed by the stability mode. The ratio of the loads is very close to 1 in all exterior and interior cases, as well as most of the next-to-exterior cases. The collapse load ratio is between 0.95 and 1.05 in 90 of 103 cases, and its value is greater than 1.10 only in 2 of 103 cases. This justifies the notion of the linear projection of the axial demand on each column, which is not significantly affected by the moment redistribution. A further step, which would take into account the moment demand on the columns, is expected to result in higher accuracy of the buckling collapse load projection. Fig. 8 . Collapse mechanism method validation
